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TEACHER TALK: LANGUAGE IN THE CLASSROOM

*Who krows where our stc,ry for today takes place)

do -- Switzerland.

*Good. Now, Jeremy, can you point Switzerland out on themap?

- *I don't think you really want to be. talking when' our guests come,

do you?

*I see two boys who are going to be stepping. outside in a minute.

Anyone who has been through' the formal educational. system in the
United States will recognize the speakers in the starred passages
as teachers and the setting as aclassroom: Teacher, talk is immedi-

ately recognizable. What is unique about the talk of teachers in
classrooms? Why does it have specific features that set it apart
from the talk-of doctors to patients, waitresses to customers,

. public service personnel to clients, or the general remarks of '

Adults to children?
T'

Studies of classroom language have focused on the communication
patternS-7both verbal andnonverbal--of teachers and students.1
Teachers learn theSt patterns through their own home and school
experiences and from reinforcement in their teacher' training. StU-

dents,are expected to learn these patterns before they enter. school
and to have them continually reinforced at home and in other insti-

. tutiOnal settings; The patterns are conventionalized; many relate
to the use of space and time, and respect for. others.

It's clean-up time now!

What are we supliosed to be doing?

Why don't you try the method on page 76?

What on earth are you doing?

Is that where the crayons., belong? .

For those with classroom experience, each of these expressions
brings. to mind aparticUlar range of situations in which these



direCtives or requests for action would be used. To be familiar
with any. of these routines one must have learned (1) the lexical
and grammatical features of these structures, (2.1.the situations in
'which they occur, and (3) the rules for interpreting and responding
to them. Many homes and communities, however, do not shaa these
conventions,.and students from these environments have difficulty
interpreting the meanings, situations, and rules of classroom lan-
guage: Teachers are often.unaware of the need to make these con-
ventions'explicit, because they seem only 'natural'. to them:

Descriptions of these mainstream customs and their manifestation
in classroom language.may therefore seem self-...evident to many
,teachers or mainstream parents. However, the rules that govern
these social interactions are neither self-evident nor simple.
Description and analysis reveal their complexities and the extent to
which their, correct interpretation and appropriate response depend
on prionexperience or explicit translations of their meanings.

To provide a framewOrk for the discussion of classrooM language, we
.need first to characterize it in terms of some of its special fea-
tures as a 'register' or style appropriate to the particular situa-
tion of teaching or caregiving. A register is a cony ntionalized
way Of'speaking used in particular.situations. Nu erous egisters
(baby talk, for example) are part of the linguisti reper oire.of
members of revery speech community, and._though they ary i detail .

from individual to individual, they are recognized a .tr 'tted
from generation to generation. A second feature of classroom lan-
guage is the connected units that make up the 'discourse' or flow
of speech in interaction between. teacher and students.. Teacher or
student comments cannot be analyzed in isolation; they must be
examined within the context of their occurrence with other stretches
of speech.. In addition to.having particular characteriStics of .

register and discourse, classroom language can be described in terms
of the special provinces of coutrorto which. many of the''direc-
tives,' or requests for action, refer: i.e., time anj space usage,
and respect for others

What else can be gained-in addition to helping teachers make their
directives more explicit- -by the study of classroom language? Are
there particular insights to. teaching language arts skills in Eng-
lish as well as other languages that canbe obtained from analysis
of teacher talk? by teachers and students of the fea-
tures of teacher talk as register, discourse, and specialized lan-
guage of.control can help supplement traditional methods of teaching
.language arts.. Teachers of foreign. anguages and English as a
second language can also benefit from examining their own.uses:of
the special register and discourse features of their.classrooms and
discussing these with students. Bilingual teachers,-Who in addition
to adopting various registers in their classrooms also switch lan-
guagesfor specific types of interactions, can also gain a better
understanding, of these strategies. In the following 'dismission,



suggestions are provided for.Variations.of teacher -talk and ways of
involving students in the analysis of classroom language.

The Nature of the Talk of Teachers as 'Caregivers''

Language Calryary according to user and use. 'Baby talki"for-
eigner.talk,'.and 'doctor talk' are registers we can differentiate
easily. Linguists view teacher talk as, a style of speaking having
special features shared with other types of talk used by caregivers.
The talk used by parents to chiloren.or infants reflects emotional
attachment and the goal of instruction;/(Brown 1977). "'Baby talk'
across numerous speeth communities - .indeed, perhapi. al1L-is a
simplified- register used to clarify, show expressiveness, and.
emphasize identification of infant as addressee (Ferguson 1977).

Within their rote-of controlling standards of citizenship and order,
Jteachers become intimate caregivers to students.2 Prior to school-

ing, children learn from parents, kin, siblings, playmates.;, they
learn few, if any,.Tules and .norms of behavior froth-strangers.
They.are warned in particular against strangers who act like care-
givers and become solicitous, give directions, or tell them what
their intentions should be. In schools, as in other institutional
settings (e..g., hospitals), interactions between strangers assuming
the role of intimates have to becothe acceptable.- Teachers,-nurses,
school officials, and counselors are strangers providing guidanOt
in'intithate areas of values and behaviors.

The special register or use of language that develops in these
situations enables both parties to give notice of their recognition
of the circumstances, (Greene 1973). Both parties admit that care-
'givers have to teach things that only they. and those internal to the,,
structure of the institution agree should be taught. To project an
easy, 'friendly', relationship between caregiver and care-recipient;
teachers adopt.certain verbal formulae: e.g., "Don't you think
it's time yousettled dowh to work?". This formula appears to bea
queition. However, students who know how to interpret teacher talk
will hear this as a detaiied'directive: ."Time has been marked for
a specific. task; you should do your.task in this period of time; if

you .do hot, you are wasting time, and you and your work will suffer

as a consequence." Characteristic -5 of the caregiver' register:

distributed differently across age groups, institutional settings,
and between sexes. HoWever,.all intra-register varieties exhibit
similer_prosodic,Jexical: and grammatical features. The character-

istics of the caregiver't language co-occur regularly enough and
are so interrelated, that they constitute a register.

Prosodic elements'are the:most notable characteristics of the speech

addressed by teachers to very young schdalchildren. Teacheri in
day-care centers, kindergartexw and early primary grades Use over

.
all high pitch and exaggerated intonation contours in Addition. to



slow, carefully enunciated speech. There is often much nonverbal
reinforceMent through facial'gestures and body movements. Why are
these used?. There is evidence that the high pitch may be imitative
of what young children thedselveg produce. In addition, high pitch
not only attracts the young child's attention, but it also-identi-
fies the talk as directed specifidally toward the child and excluding
all others. A teacher talking to a parent bringing a young child
to school for the first time will shift pitch and contour pattern
to engage the child's attentionwhen ending the conversation with
the parent. Furthermore, teachers in the early. primary. grades use
high pitch -mare frequently during the first weeks of the school
year, and individually with new pupils coming in later in the year.

Teachers working with children they believe to be deficient in
language skills Head'Start programs as opposed to upper-class
church kindergartens) use prosodic features extensively. Perhaps
they feel unconsciously that prosodic changes clearly mark boundaries
between utterances. Enunciating short, distinct sentencesin which
stress is given to particular words attracts attentibn-and alerts_
.learners to what they-are expected to prcivide in answers.to"clues-
tions. "Tomorrow will be a color day. Our Special color will be
red." The child is given a cue that answers to questions asked the
next day will. be about 'color' and should contain the words "color'
and 'red.' Teacher handbooks caution new teachers to speak slowly
and distinctly so that they may serve as models for students'
speech. .Troviding students with language for imitation is not the.
goal of-this modelling; instead, teachers' questions point out the
slots and fillers. students must4uSe to provide correct answers.
All these characteristics.elicit the child's attention and coopera-
tion in verbal interaction ana mark the teacher's speech as learner
directed; moreover, many teachers assume that these cues clarify
the linguistic structure ofthe speech and thus help.. in comprehen-
sion and acquisition of. language control.

GrammatiCal modifications in.the language of teachers.are often
4>1,more obvious to the casual observer than are prosodic changes. In

,..4,,the,.?earlygradea, teacher talk is markedly shorter sentences,
11,-fewer subordinate clauses, and more frequent repetitions than normal
Z:i,!Mdult7to-adUlt speech or the language used in higher grades.

Teachers in remedial programs for high school students or in voca-
tional educational programs for adults often remark thatthe:Speech
normally directed to :early learnersis not appropriate for older
students, yet they often slip into it when teaching what they con- .

sider simple subject:matter. They use full forms instead of cony
,e

tractions, insist on complete sentences, and"use 'will' instead of .

'going to' to indicate intention. Students interpret these features.
as signs that teachers are' 'talking down' to them:

Vocabulary modifications tend to be determined in part not only by
teacher manuals but also by rules of discipline .established by the.
school. In the primary gradea, respect for the'school, school



officials, teachers, and 'students is a desired goal, end campaigns
are Often launched to orient young childten to.display such respect.
Discipline rules are personified. -If the school has'a campaign to
4dep a new building clean, adMonishmentsto children about marking
on walls or not putting trash in containers will often invoke the
symbolism of a mascot or.the authority of the principal:

Do you think Giggly Glowworm would be very happy about your desk,
David?

What would Mr. Morris say if he could see the floor around the
wastepaper baSket?

In the-higher grades, - teachers may substitute 'the boss' or 'the
big man' for 'Mr. Morris,' or they may refer students to other
authority sources. Handbooks, wallboard messages, and monitoring
systems ruri by peers make real the abstractions of cleanliness,
:orderliness, respect, and responsibility.

. .

The Nature of Classroom Discourse

Linguists also an lyze classroom language as segments of discourse
-- sequences, of u is of language arranged to produce interaction
for particula unctions. Sometimes these functions are straight-
forward; atler times they must be inferred; and on other occasins
"they'may be pUrposefullyconcealed from specific parties in the
interaction,

Analysis, of discourse focuses on the function of units of language
larger than the sentence. In general, discourse analysis starts
from the premise that most statements carry an informative intent,
.commands a. direCtive intent, and interrogatives an elicitation
intent. However this is not always the case. Directives may come
in the form of questions or statements: "Can you open the window"'
"I won'. ae patient with two gibby girls much longer." Ervin-Trio.
(1976) points out the ,;aried forms directives can take in American
English. However, all these become fUnctional.not as single
sentences nor pieces of language, but-as connected units dependent
upon prior and subsequent units.

Interpretation is highly dependent un the setting,. social rela-
tions between speakers, and the speakers' expectations in regard
to the situation. For example, the forms of the questions and
responses given irthe materials be1Ow are determined by all of
these factors:

And what is your name?

Belinda Gayle. --.--

. Why, that's 'a nice name.

Your.name, please?

Allen Smith.

Yes, here it is; right this way,
please.



It is not difficult'to guess which discourse would occur in a class -,

room and which would be heard in a restaurant. The internal forms
and the intent of each unit vary. It would seem inappropriate for
the headwaiter to use a complete sentence in the first unit; it
would be rude for the teacher to ask the question as the headwaiter
did. The third unit is an evaluation in teacher talk, a directive
in headwaiter talk.

Unlike,general conversation, in which a series of replies and
responses determines the direction (Goffman 1976), cliSsroom language
has overriding rules that reflect the teacher's authority to decide
who speaks,, on what, topics, and for. how long: Many teahers-have
a-high regard for the conversational mode, yet the goals of ingtrud-'
tion and learning prevent them from allowing uncontrolled classroom
conversation. Thus they provide rules for discussion,. class meet
ings, or lessons that prescribe for students the limits of their
powers of decision making aboul such talk. Prescriptions for class-
room social interactior are given in terms of ac ...ering to norms of .

order, goOd citizenship, good. manners, respect for others, and the
need to'adhere to constraints of time and space on talk in the
classroom.

Modifications in teacher talk are predominantly in the area of
:.discourse. Questions asked in certain forms, frequent use of 'tag
.questions'' ( "-- O.K. ?" "-;-right?" "--hmm?" "--isn't it?"), failure

.

to wait.for answers', and a predominance Of third person pronouns
are only 4 few of the featdresf discourse _found in teacher talk.
These modifications are often- thought to give classroom interaction
a conversational tone, but the use of certain of these and the
timing between discourse Segments often rule out true conversation.
Students who succeed in classrooth discourse must stay on the subject
and not monopolize the-discussion, and they must also recognize
special cues indicating when their turn fifts ended or if their
remarks were inappropriate.

For example, in a junior high class discussion of environmental
problems, the student who makes the following contribution may get

response from the teacher or other classmates: "I saw this neat
'program on TV last night that showed all these problems.of pollution
on another planet in the.spaceage." The absence of a response
from other participants signals negative reaction. Youngsters.in
reading-circle time in the elementary grades must, learn that their .

contributions have to be directly related to the story or have a
high interest quotient; otherwise, their conversational participa-t
tion will elicit no response from the teacher. Students must learn
that verbal strictures ("Jerry, now is not the time to talk about
that"), nonverbal signals (a cocked head and raised eyebrow), or .

the absence of a signal are measures teachers employ to control the
direction of discourse.

Examination of teacher talk has shown that:in the classroom, much

1 6



discourse has a tripartite structure, with the teacher offering in
the third unit some adjective of positive evaluation. -.

Teacher: 'What products did the colonists.-provide the mother.country?

Siudent: Tobacco, cotton, and lots of other stuff they could grow.
over here.

Teacher: Good. Now, why were these products important?

What is the'relative imps o his formula? Is "good" truly
praise, or is:it prima illy a signal to the student that participa-J
tion in this segment ofdisceurse is closed? Or is it merely a

0 filler, a space-holder until theteacher can formulate the next
question? Is this third unit necessary_if it does not serve the
purpose of positive reinforcement for the student? Could something
else be used in this 'slot that would encourage the student to offer
new information, to think more. carefully, or to ask a question?.
Nbreove?; if positive reinforcement is used continuously in this
type of exchange, ,what does the teacher say when there is a real
need to praise?

1

Those who study classroom language view its detailed description
as necessary for answering these and oth r questions' and for making_
teachers and students of language aware o what does and-does Andt
happen when people communicate with each other. The-purpose is to
.examine these interactions, not to evaluate -past practices. In
addition, knowing the structure of-dit-Course and the characteristics
of register variation used-ii-the classroom heipS in the teaching
of language skills and testing of general knowledge. Detailed
descriptions of hot: register and discourse, work can also help
teachers adjust their use of language to pedagogical goals.

What kinds of interrogatives and pronouns are used in gZeneral.class-
rooM discussions led by teastlers? A subsample of data drawn from
junibr high English classes observed by .Kluwin (1977), showed, that
most questions were introduced by wh- words, and the'mott'frequent.
type was the MKat_question. l, how, and when questions occurred
much, ess fiequentlY'. The present tense -was used most often, sug-
gesting that teacheri ask questions about, immediate concerns and
do not call on students to formulate, hypotheses. Most questions
sought answers that were labels--naMes of items, actions, or agents:
Inanother study, teachers who subscribed to the !inquiry' or'Idis-
coirery' approach' favored What or who questions in general classroom
discussion periods.(Heath,:in preparation). In small-group work or
written tests, - however, these teachers asked questions that stressed
!fhb how, in comparison with, and, in what context.

Teacher: [Stepping by to work briefly with a group of fiye
fotirth grade students assigneahe project of preparing .
a bulletin board showing how language varies] What
main ideas will you stress?

7



Student A: Different kinds of writing and talking.

Teacher: How will you do that?

Student D: We're gonna use cartoons, pictures, and pieces out of
iagazines 'n stuff.

.

Teacher: How will you compare. types of writing? Will you talk
about business letters and literature, or different-
types of literature?

__Student B: We'll do all that.

'Teacher: Can you show who writes these different

Student A: Maybe we better do 'a skit;. too!

In the habit of leading general clasttoom discutsion, teachers
maintained an dhconscious.preferencefor.questions calling for brief

c,
antWers--queations that would not alloOrone student to-'monopolize
the floor.'

ways and when?

Teacher: [In fourth' grade:. language arts class, after students.

had read a series, of poems] What do. wg have'hei-e?

tNo response]',

Teacher::, What have you. been reading?

c.

Student K: -Stdries.

Teacher: Is that what they are, class?
4

0

Students
A, D, L: No.

Teacher What are they?

.Student Av Poems.

Teacher: Who writes poems

CNo respOnse]

Teacher: can write a poem?
What makes a poeM 'special'?

Student.L: I don't know. '

A comparison of seleCted portions of tapes and transcripts, of their
questions in total-class instruction and in small-group work helped



these teachers recognize that their goal in using the 'discoverk''.
approach (i.e., to generate creative and expanded answers) was being
achieved only in small-group settings,

The study of teacher language can also focus on particular uses of
verbal and nonverbal communication. Are there special ways of
showing appreciation, scolding, reviewing, repeating? If so, what
are the principles governing the occurrence of these, how. do they
vary.from one type of classroom to another (e.g., open or tradi-
tional), or from one grade level to another, or perhaps from one
topic area to.another? Some teachers use restatement: ."Bill has
told us the dog doesn't find the .bird, remember?". Others ask a
question, and after a student responds, they add "Good,0.K.,"
or "All right".(as mentioned previously;.brief praise is the third
unit of the question- response - evaluation pattern). Other instruc-
tors provide positive reinforcement by paying attention to the
process used in obtaining the answer:

Teacher: Who doesn't get the prize in this story?

Student: Well, I can't tell, because we're not sure whether or not
Leann gets the award, and the letter at the beginning of
plestory--you. know, where Don is.writing after the con-;
.,tea: ail about it- to his cousin--tella me-Don didn't get
the prize either. He tells Ted what happened, and if he'd
.gotten that prize, he would've for sure told that first.

Teacher: Good! You 'recognized the .value of that letter way back
at.the beginning of the story as a clue to the actual
ending. .That's one way writers hold our attention; they.
introduce clues, and we read the story, in iart, to figure
out how the clue fits in. But we have to remember the
clue as we go along. Have any .of you ever played the
game "Clue"?

In this exchange, the teacher points out the process,the student
used to reach his conclusion. She also relates this process to the
authOr's'inientions in designing the story. Ir addition, other

. students who may have played "Clue are remthded that they use their
abilities to collect, store, and relate facts to reach a final con-
clusion in'situationS other than reading.lessons.

At the junior and senior:high levels,, subject areas played a strong
role in determining how teachers reviewed, repeated, praised, or-
scolded:and the extent to which they used direct or indirect physi7
cal.contact for praise or punishment (Heath,. in preparation).:
Classes in social.studies and Englis% contained more dispossion'of
the reasoning process, more latitude for 'varying interpretations,
and more restatements of questions than did those in math or science.
In the latter Subjecta; student's were directed to a text, or an

.object when they offered an incorrect answer; ,-they were not fre- .



quently given, the opportunity to think 'about. their replies or
restate. them. Instead, they were told 'to "look at the problem
again," "Work it through another -way, " or "check the solution on
page 14."-. Tedthers' sentences:in, math/science classes were shorter,
offered students fewer opportunities for interruptions with ques-
tions, and focused more attention on specific gptocedUres, prescribed
actions; or characteristics of.objects than did classes in the
humanities. When these analyses were discussed with them, teachers
in various classes, defined their roles very differently with respect
to language. Math \and science teachers believed. students should. be .

as brief, concise, and precise as possible. Teachers in the humani-
ties courses talked in terms of self-expression, creativity, and
style development through multiple approaches to answers.

Discussions based on data collected from their own classrooms helped
teachers recognize . thyt some of their classroom language was habit-
ual, nOnadaptiye, and stereotyped. Science and math teachers
admitted.that although ideally they wanted students to be able to
expand their .ideas orally and explain concepts in acceptable
expository prose, they had relegated opportunities for acqUiring
these skills to claSSes in the humanities, After technical reports

. and.discuSsions of science/math° boncepts from local laboratories
and businesses were introduced as classroom materials, discussion
styles began to reflect teacher and student recognition of the use

.of different types, of .languige-formulaic and expOsitory, abbreVi-
ated and expanded;-in the science/math fields "as well as in other
subject areas. _

Perhaps-the most important-benefit of analyzing discoUrse in the
classroom is the recognition of .those nonidaptive features that
may have negative value. ,*There are students, sucll'As newcomers or.
particularly reticent individuals, for whom thregiver register and

_ predictable discourse patterns ofquestionresponse-evaluation
provide positive stimuli or reinforcement. 'HOweyer, to use aspects
of .the can:giver register to 'talk \:.down' to an entire group stereo-
typed as slow or underachieving is nonadaptive.. Similarly, to use
'discourse patterns in science and lath classes that allow for
little verbal expansion -- written or oral-- is- to operate from the
assumption that math" and stiencestudents lack verbal abilities.

Such talk of flexibility and variatioO, in classroom. language and
. the opening up.of formerly,restricted Oppertunities for verbal ,
expression may make instructors fearful ,of being. unable to maintain
class discipline. A look at some of tho ways teachers preserve
control may provide ideas Tor altering theie routines while still
preserving a sense of discipline. Or, if, individuals do not Wish.
to reinquish these routines, discussion Of their implicit meanings
may help 'teachers present them in a more concrete way to students
whose preschool socialization has not prepared them for this type
of communication..

\
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The Nature of the talk of Teachers as Arbiters
of 'Good Citizenship' and 'Order'

I hope we shall.be friends.

When I am talking to you,',I want you to hear.

I am paid to teachyo0w One of the-things I have to teach you is
good manners. You are old enough to know, better than pp:...

A Hoosier'schoolmaster in the-1860s spoke these words',' yetthey
sound very much like-present-day teacher' talk. This kind of talk -

has been a consistent characterintid of American educa4on-rindeed....
probably of all education informal. institutions. The /very fact

that one individual--the teaaeF-,has.to,control or facilitate
control of a- number of indiViiiiials'leads to the need for special
-verbal.and nonverbal strategies'of organizatiOn.. .Theg'0 strategies
lare-variously called ,goOd manners' or. 'discipline' they are in
reality procedures for predicting certain limits of behavior in
the classrdom..8tudents:are expected to follow these". procedures

on cue from'rifualistic verbal. formulae that.-incorporate Values
about how. people in a situation of One-to-Many should treat each
other...Ideallythe specific behaviors towhiciv.these formulae,.
:refer are kaOwnio'all, and 'ntudentS as well as 'teachers recognize.
them as necessary for tinagiriga classroom-in,innomosphere conducive
to learning, .

Furthermorthe Image of the ideal teacher iniofa person who wants
what is-b0Wfor the student. This.implicit assertion of intimate
concern allows, the teacher-an-Stranger to a9nign responnibilitden-
and to juaie and preScribe intentions and moal choices-areas''of
behavior generally'net..down.directly by intimates only,yor indik.
rectly by abstract codes in our-society. As aningle figure of
control, the teacher' MUst-rely/on the predictability of responses
from students accepting an assertion that he orslie Wal.act in.
their-best interests.

F

Let's be sure we know 'this.

The grading period is almost over.

'I had hoped to have time for some films.

-We'll haVe to get our work done.

.
.The'familiar phrase,-"You are old enough to know better-than to.:.P
reflects a basic underlying premise that many of the routinesand,
the values, underlying them -- should not have to be taught. 'In their,
.middle class/mainstreamlome-sociaiization or.- institutional pro-

fessional education, teachers learn unconsciously or implicitly file.'
following values associated with verbal and nonverbal strategies..
of organization.in the classroom:



Displays of respect for generalized 'others,' usually in the
.order of 'school.' (either.as the specific institution'or as
formal.,education in.general) school officials, teachers, and
students. IdeallY,.if students place respect for 'school', at
the'top of the list, ihen respect-larall others will follow
automatically;

The right of the teacher to determine rules and standards of
talk in'schoOl: who may talk, why, when, how, and where; .

....-Behavior in accordance with a belief in the value of present
tasks -- especially those related. to competition and evaluation- -
fur future goals.;

.

A Management of timein blocks designated Air specific 'purposes;

-Recognition. of :specific spaces for designated fur.tions.

Learned,in mainstream settings, these values.andrhe behaviors
expected to accompany rhem are .associated with certain verbal
fOrMulae:

Is that hew we treat classmates?

.It'S time to- clean. up 00V4

where-the-scissors belong?

Remember someone else:will be using this
_

. .

What's that on the floor?.

'Is that the way to talk to a teacher?

book next year.

IleSe routincs-ra4lect- the tension between individual' and vow.
Tights in.schOol. .Toward. students WAo violate the- normi.hehind
these routineS,teachers address these cues withrheeipectation

..thatAbey will be appropriately interpreted as directives. Under:
standing.. the requests foT action these. routines Carry,.-students.are
Supposed to reorient their behavior.7 Because, outines thatmain-

:tain discipline. are so embedded in the past*periences of teachers,
they rarely think.of theneed to make explicit iherules for.
pzeting the language of_control.in the classroom;--

Appropriate interpretations of.directives are particularly difficult
to hakeexplicit; Ervin -Trips (1977) hasidentified several:types,
.2c directives in termsef(!the social relationships that exist _ .

- between the person.giving the directive and tfie individual or group
to whom-the directive is given. The following examples are taken '.
directly free the.classroono

c-



Statements of personal need or desire:-

I need someone to help prepare the new bulletin hoard.

Imperatives.:

Give me your attention.

Embedded imperatives.:.

Can.we get-ready on time? w.

Permission directives:
o

May I talk to Mr..James without interruption, Billy?

Question directives:

: Have you finished your work?

Hints:

This room is certainly messy.

These directives are by no means clears For example, embedded
imperatives donot nake,the task obvious, but subtly refer .to the

attitude of the addressee, AVIS-expected to recognize in these'
commands the call to displays of willingness and ability. Embedded

imperatives are declaratives as well as questioni:

fs.

Are you gbingto check out slides?

You can clear out the supplYcabinet, Mary; and you might want to
check the 'orders, Joe.

-

Could you straighten out the bookshelves, Tom?r

A positive response is expected from the hearer; the assertion of
recognition of a compliant attitude is *lied 'in the use of such

modals as 'can,' 'could,' 'wourd,' and 'going to,!. Inter-

preting the intention behind directives is'often critical to
determining the appropriate response. The same statemqnt or ques-

....l_tion maybe interpreted as sarcasm;_a request for.sympathy,_a

warning,-or-a directive. 'Perhaps thegAiost common examples of this

are found in expressions using 'may,' Jmight,!, 'do yOu thinkyou
'could,' or'containing the word 'favoi":. fton, doyoU think you
-could do all of us a'favor--and be quiet ?" . %`,

In these eases, the,intention, is to remind the student that he is

'infringing. on the righti of others. -by putting/his own desires ahead
o.those of the class. 'To suggest, ..pwever,,/that he would be 'doing.

something special, i.e., a 'favor' for the class by being quiet,
,is to imply the studeneis ignorant of claSsroom rulis; Other

students recognize this implication; the Sequence below is a typical

13,18



example of the remarks that f011owa directive as that noted
above:

Bob:. [In response to. teacher's comment to Ron] Yeah -
sit down.ln shut-upL

' Teacher Bob', -was. that necessary?

In.thiS interchange, Studerqs and teacher.are united in chastising\',
_Ron;-the teacher's-comment to Bob is directed more. toward Ronthan\

Bob.

.

The use .cftag questions-AS. another common way of neutralizing
assertions about.inientions-,--motivationsand reSponsibilityjsee
p. 6). In the crassrdom, teachers use_tag questions less to

-request confirmation or agreeMent than.thiydo..,to weaken their
assertions about moral and ethical attitudesof students: "You
:knew better, didn't..yod?"-Tig.guestions.are adtually- declarative.
in intent; "You-don't want that:grade to drop thii 'term, doYou?'1----

- does.not call for a response so-much as it..asserts from-the teacher
"You should not intend that that grade drop." ite society,'
we are not supposed to make assertions about-the tants or.desires".
of others,. However, in instructionaLor counteling.settings; such
assertions seem necessary.-Thosewha use theSe forms do not expect"
verbal respontes-.-only-eye contact or other signals of attention

'and respect. In7facto.students who supplyverbaltupport to these.
.tag. questions are considered disrespectful.. Students are alto.
'tonsidered.disruptive for offeringlrerbalresponses to-directiires
phrased as questions:

Are you about ready to hand that in now?.

How about settling down to work?

Why don't.x.ou check the encyclopedia?,
. .

Would you like to come insnow?
. - J. .

. . .

Students who come froM.home environments or cultureswhere-
questions-as-direcives, hints, or tag questions are not used, have

f-to-learn-=d1f-they are to become. acceptable members- of the school's
speech community--noi'to respond verbally. They7aiso have. to learn
the values and behaviors,impliedin.these directives. Teachers':

:who use 'these devices can help by recognizing when and how -often-7-.7.7.7:
they use them and by making an effort:to spell outthe. values and
.behaviors'behind.ihese routines.

Routines relating tootime and space usage are an integral part of
'the language of teachers. The assignmentof segments.of timefor
specific purposes begins-early in the formal educational system.
Individuals are trained to expett der'ain,events to occur at certain
ctimes of the, day, and for specific events to follow one another.
Head Start and day-care programs reflect thii regimentation in the
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. .

useOftime by the posting of schedules.of activities on classroom
doors and in the classroom.. Parents.are askedto talk' about the
'wise use' of time and the need.todooperate in such periods as
!clean-Up time,' so that the class may move to the next time block.

. 1

.
. ._

This kind. of training cs.familiar to individuals from mainstream--

settings. Here, chi iren have been oriented traditionally to eating
at specific-h-airs, sleeping during certain hOUrs,-and playing at

particular times. The value mainstream society attaches to the
proper use of blocks,of time is indicated by'the fact tnat- the- most
frequent requeit forspacific information about how 'baby' is doing
is a question about whether or not the feeding schedule and sleeping

routine have been established. This.regimentation teacheschildien

from mainstream cultures to recognize boundaries of time between %.

daily activities.. Particular questions, Zirectives,.and statements-
.

are used to formalize these'expected uses of time:
. ..

- ,

NoWis not the time for that.

our`time is almost-Up.

It's about time for . .

It's mealtime (naptime, gametime, reading time,

-The .speech -.used in chiidren's...games-- :'_times7.' ..'time -

oUt'--reflects the:notion-that time is seen as blocks.to be.manipu
lated, delayed, suspended, or put 'into action. A value is pladed

On 'using' using it 'for the purpose for which it has,:
been designated. .1-4isUgtof one's. time is.not something thatis.

-.Understood by yciUng children.aS-reouiring apology. !Older children .

and adults, however, are expetted7-6-understand the need to say

sorry Pm late" or "Thank you for spending_your time to do

this for me." .

Children from. mainstream middle class-homes!.-trained tUperform
in-blocks,of time; schoOis-and".:Oth'ir-inititiltiOns prOviding human
services stress thig as well. Conformity-to ruleS occurs;' there-

fore, inSofar:ai children come from cultures that sharethi rules

related to the. use of time -as well' as the Verbal formulae,of the

pclassroom. Underlying the acceptancef the;nee&to-use time well

is a fundamental notion of respongikility to use,one's time to the

beSt advantage in order. to obtaimfbiOre:benefits and to avoid

wasting others' time. Teachers oftenquestion unconsciously whether
Or not-an individual who is not. conforming.to the required use of

a time period does-so knowingly and intends to involve others in

the shift. of the use to which that unit of time will, be-put. 'Open

classroom strategies have weakened these notions, and students-are
operating increasingly according.to scheduleSthey:eStablish for.

themselves. However;. for many' the use of.ti;*reMains a moral

issue, a test'of,character and self-discinline:.

2bI
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Time is money.

Time on your hands.

A stitch in time'saves nine.

Space is another unit used for'specific functions in school.' The
organization and use of space in the classroom are critical to
notions=of discipline. Value-laden terms, such as 'neat' or
'orderly,' are applied to bulletin boards, areas around trash cans,
lines of desks, and the work of students. Implicit in the 'correct/
or ynormal'uie of space in the-classroom are the notions of
linearity and space-function ties. Many mainstream children grow
up in-rooms containing units rectangular or. square in shape, in
which things are kept lined up (either horizontally or vertically)
if they are to be considered 'tidy,'.and not !messy.' Arranging
objects and work areas in linear fashion reflects general norms of
neatnessin mainstream institutions. Similarly, specific objects
or activities. 'belong' in special places. Mainstream parents say
the following to their children when they are very young:

Put your books away.

Your coat doesn't belong there.

lcmv-umnt the lines orthe spread tObeStraight.

Line-your blocks up, and they will fit in'the box.

_
-

Many of'these expressions are heard in classrooms, as teachers
reflect nOlms .of neatness'And order. Things are put ,up,,I,laway, -
'where they bel*Aq,' because:mthat's how we make tfie room J.00k

nice.m,-Non-mainstreamimiddle class,kindergarten and first grade
children instructed to,,:put things.up/ oftcrtake this-as-a-literal
directive_and=hold-obiects-up-iii-the air, not realizing that the - -
teacher means that the object goes back in a linear position on
'its' shelf. Explicit directions clarifying. these verbal formulae
of space usage are necessary for student's from home environments
in which neither these formulae nor the norms they reflect are part
of socialization.

Learning Teacher Talk: Why Stud It? .

What, then, does:it mean to be a speaker-of teacher talk? To be a.
speaker of any language, one must know the rules of sentence forma-',,,,_
lion and how to use the language in different settings and .for :

special purposes among members of the same culture. In the 'clesS-
room and elsewhe-e, teachers use utterances to communicatei"they.
aaNwell aks their listeners must know the grammar and uSes-pf. these.
utter ces in order,for communication to take place. Marr'of'de,-.._,_

-
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sentences (or parts.of sentences) used in theclassroom have par-
"ticular characteristics: they are fixed in form and do not show.
the variety of internal structures of messages in other contexts.
They are idiomatic, sometimes even idiosyncratic: "Do I have to
use my special Noice?" "Do you want to take our special.seat.today,

Mark?" They do not carr:r literal meanings. Many have come to.be
automatic parts of sequences of. sentendes:COMMUniCationTdependST
on shared knowledge betweenteacher and students not-only'about thd
structure of these utterances but'alseabout the norms and behaviors'-
'to which they refer.--' IT the rrinciplesof behavior7-towhich the
routines refer exist only in the feachercs mind,. it will beheces-
sary to -make explicit to students the intent.and behaviors meant by.y:'
ihese formulaic routines.

Consider the, situation of the,student as a newcomer in..the TolloWing'
classroom episodes that occur within the same day:

[Teacher and students working at a table with boxes and objects

c:f different, shapes]

Hold the red bOx RE:
Put the blue circle in the red boX..
HOld the. sheet of brown .paper over the red box.

-Iri.-this;;readng readiness :Setting,. the-studentS-arelearning-to----
deal with a paradigm: they learn.tb &splay,' to be.--eXacat, and7.7-4-.

most important--to pay attention to the examiner's actions; They
learn to learn by following-7dIrecdons; r-they,probablyFrea'ff:ITCW-,
-about,the meaninvof:prepositions--the explicit locuS of thelesSbn.

Contrast the use ofsprepositions in the following routine:expres-ri--
sionses,the_teacher-attempts to maintain classroom control through-
out. the day: .

;p

We've got to get over this habit of everyone stopping at the.
'water fountain on- the way. to.1.1.inch::

-let's put the scissors RE now.

Are we all in line?
-1.,j'

Hold your work at your desk until reading circle is over.

, . \ ,

As part of readilig readiness, the. child has had specific drillvid
,,, , ..-

the understanding of in vrticularcontexts;>0(ii
these -same Prepositions occurwithout explanation illthe verbal:
forinulae of control :. .The child .may, learn wordsAii-d. theruleSsef

ZAheit_operatiOn inreadineSs settings;-howeveii, thiS knoWledge,
, : alone is not/enough,to enable' comprehension of norms and behaviOrs.

....
.

\
..-'implfed.in_ceitain rituals of routine.g-, '



Analysis of the.way people teach others in an ilstructional setting'
is relovantto=the larger question of how childrew:acquire their
Mother tongue, as:well as to the ways in which 'they learn skills.-
and view the information gained in these settings. Questions sort
out for children'what itas that adults see as relevant in a myriad

___Of objects to be labelled, described,' and manipulated. Forexample,
in many. middle.class.i.nstitutiOnal settings, small. children told to
look at a cloth-Pibture book will see a single item .on'a: page
(usually with no context) and be-asked."Whatis this?" "Where. .

the ball?" "Show me the-ball." Rarely will they be asked "What.
do redo with a ball ? ". Children hot' mainstream homeS.learn early
to handle what. questions and to recognize thatJ,names of things,,
'agents; anTWents a*eof major importance toy show what one has

learned.' If the language addressed to children to request infor-
mation is markedly different from the ordinary conversation of
adults.= from questions diredted to adults,- it, seems plausible thW
this difference iLlght help. or-hinder the child in language develop-
ment or cognitive categorizing.

.

The study.. of the talk of.instructiOnal Personnel-to children should,

also include conSiderations,of.hlanguage varies, according' to
topicfUnction, and age and sex-af:listener:. If the variation is
not randOt;-6r7if it changes adcordingto regular4.patternsoVer the .

'span. of the school_tesrs__it-is_not_only-part-of6eachersilinguis-
ticrepettoires, but it is also part of the stimdli from which
students,draw.in 'order to determine their own range oftegisters
and their estimatiofts of the respective topics, listeners, And
settings for each:.

.

.

All Ofthese purpose for examining eacher talk seem reasonable...?
We learn about the structure of the language and .its particular
uses, and we. begin to realizewhat teacher's actually tic) 'with -

language in the classroom as:oPposed to the use banguage
.other.contexts. Alternatives to. unconscious' USe,of teacher talk.,
,can come only when-teachers areliade aware of-the-structural and
functional- features of their Owl language. The goal of.changeis-7:4.
Jlot.only:foiteaCherS'tiCihiftliOtl-rdle'Of"direct influence to
an indirect 'one,- but to providethet with imaginative alternatives
to many of the strategies and ibUtinesof classroom that, haVe become
fossiliZed and make teaching and learning boring for-everyone con-
cerned:. Moreover,. the limited and often Simplifiedregister of
teacher talkAlas implications for learning strategies, and the

: observation of registeran&discourse in context can offer insights
to students and teachers:interested in the study of the.ethnography

-ofcotiunication.-

Alternatives and Recommendations

In spite of a strong impetus toward a return to traditional teach-
ing strategies and a curriculum of the 'basics,' many aspects of

2
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alternative approaches to classroom organization may be retained
by some schoolsor indiVidual teachers. JOumerous schools moving
fromtraaitionallto-modified or open systeMs of operation have
altered their/uses' of time and space as well:as.theit standards for
noise level' and turn taking. Teachers who have adopted both the
philosophy and the methods of the open classroom have altered their
talk. They do not talk as much as they 4 before; they. have
increised/theiruse-of the future tense and of second and first
perSon ,(singular) pronouns:

. You will-need to schedule-your project presebtationsbefore
;tine 13.

I don't understand what you're trYIT3 to do.

I think Mary is'scheduled to'use that space for her presentation.

You check the sign -up sheet to see who has supply room duty.

YOU'll have a tight schedule. if you try another project before
the end o.f the term.

You' ftlaiiiriii:...cleadel:abaif±iliWii-feik:4-Va: 7iil=mettlirCkeTore_.
two o'clock.

The use Of politeness formulae has decreased; when: asked why they
longer. said "please," "thank you," etc.-'as frequently as they

had before adoptingthe open.classroom philosophy, teaphers'answered,
"We don't feel. we're asking studentS to virk for us. They set their
on schedules; lay out their tasks, and determine their prbiect
-presentationiAO be given before classmates. None of the process..
is'oriented'toWard pleasing us orcdoing.whaf.me Want. We feel free
to express opinions, say what we think, and dmit*e are not,the
central factor in their learning."

Approaches to written discourse can be altered as well. At the
junior and senior-high levels, the format of tests has.been Modified.
The usual. procedure is to'ask questions, of students and request that
they provide answersin designated forms (lists, short essays, true.
or 'false designations, multiple choices). New tests-have been
devised that consist solely of answers; thestudents.have.to. pro=
vide the questions. This procedure has helped students. focus on

information-organization and transfer. For example,- if the, answer

giVen on a testis simply a name, e.g., 'Napoleon, Bonaparte,' stur
dentS.have.to recognize that there,are'many questiOns that could
have generated'that answer. In providing the possible questions, -
students may-reflect much more knowledge than when required simMy
to come np:with21NapOleon Bonaparte.' Smile teacherS have provided
short paragraph essays as answers for which students have to pro-

vide the best-fitting question. Analysis of these answers has
allowed students to utilize their compositAonal and organizational
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processes; the questions have to include clauses or phrases that
are appropriate stimuli'for each portion of the essay.

Students in higher-level advanced classes and in remedial classes.
have expressed satisfaction withthis.apprOach to information
exchange. The majority of middle range students, howeyer, have
been very unhappy about this method. PresUmably, many .average level
,students have managed in part to maintain their grades by means.of
their ability tiri.predict the kinds of answers called for by specific
types of questions. In other words, they are adept at taking tests
and participating in class. .Their school experiences have not
.prepared them for.providing questions to answers.. On the other.
hand, bothadvanced and remedial classes.are more inclined to
believe most teacher-Made'questions.are unfair or inadequate ways
of judging'whatsomeone really knows' and see this' alternative
method as a decided ,improvement. .Teachers involved in this answer
question process..find that students, often see information.possibil-.
ities never considered previously. Many teachers. also judge the
procedure far less boring than their usual_methods of-testing7.--

7.7-AAAptilions of this reversal have occurred also in middle level-
classrooms Where language arts, social studies, and math are taught
by the sameteaCher.' 'Stores', and 'businesses" are set up around .

7---the-roomr-and_groUps_of students are sent to these.'to do business.'
'Numerical. problems (4 @ 29, 61-6f-$400-;-2-lbs--@__J9) are placed on
'the board. ,Studtnts go to the grocery, variety store, Oi7-banrto-----
negotiate transactions. that fit the problems on the board. Some
'students are observers; others are buyers,., sellers, bankers; etc.
Observers'have to record the transactions on apprapriateforms. or
inAroper_formats:(receipts far groceries, including prices, totals,....
tax, and department.abLreviations; bank loan notes; charge forms
for store purchases). Other observers-have to write out the
transaction- as a!word problem' or a-story, or use a.tape recorder
to describe the transaction as if they were an 'on-thescene' TV
reporter.-

...

As a result of the activities, language skills havklmproved;
abil&c4to interpret .Word.prOblems. in mathilave,increased;--and

.),Aatleage; math, and. social studies have, become integrated-in sitUa-.
various language Skills. Particular attention is paid

by stildentsta:the language used by the.banker,_the TV reporter,'or
observers judge

"'politeness-between individuals taking part in the' transactions ?;,

Someelementary,grade'teachers who have participated'' in programs to
analyie their own talk' haVe decided to. use the;sameteChnique_with
tharstiiiients in order to makethem award of the various uses of
language and to enable students fromgmon-mainstreamhome,environ-,
Ments to learn in school settings the meArantnd 'rationale Of'
teacher talk. Student's 'have been:asked.tdvrecord (in.writingtor. on_
tape recorders) the language. between,Battaniand Robin. Their con-



versation abounds withpoliteness formulae, and.Batman excels in
the stiff talk of caregivers: short sentences, moral pronounce
ments, use of-thefirst persqn plural, full comparisons ("Robin is
sm ter than the Joker is").ind, 'will' for lgoingto.': In class,
use data are used for discussions about language variation:

:polite' talk and ways Of talking that don't 5oUnd 'right,"naturaW
er 'like we talk.' Students oftemmake comparisons: "Batman scrinds

just like Mr, Allen when he talks to one ofthe sixth graders."
Older students have been asked to record the language. ofCapiain
Kangaroo and notepoliteness-fotmulae, direct and indiret ordefs,
real and. 'false' questions. Teachers with cooporative(apd ;Inself-
conscious) principals,'have recorded portions of their_remarks to
teachers, .parents, and students. Students analyzing these-tapes .

have discovered that even their teathers.and parents..are sometimes
'talked down to'and-have to use 6ertain formulae in particular
settings with specific individualg.

. .
,'

The introduction of innovative techniques in language.arts, social
studies, and'even Math no longer has to depend 'on ingervice teacher-
training.or summer .school courses at nearby universities, The.'

_creative use .Of language-examined, recorded., and analyzed-trans7
fersHinid' new Classroom4ractices. Student assessments of what-,"
makes-a-good teacher reflect the effect of these changes:. "Good

teachers.don'ttali: down to us." 'G'od goodteichers explain what
they, mean by 'good,' 'neat,."right,"straight'; they'den"tthink
we are mind-readers.".:Th ' .

It is generally recognized--especially by those who have'been in
clagsrooms, where they .are sometimes-outnuMbered 35 to.1-Hthat
change is not so easy, especially'in. those'areas where predictabil-,
ity.is mostcomforting. However, gpecific strategies modifying'
teacher talk help''open the way to what are ultimate teaChing.goals,
acrogs curricula: assuming an open attitude about learning about
language,.becoming aware of variations in structure and functiOh,.
and understanding and accepting the reasens ferthese.variations.
The:following-recommendations for observing,and analyzing language.
variation are not meant to be exhaustive, but\Siiply first ,steps in

thii prodess.' Most important, they are introduced here to expand
classroom instruction, not to suggest that teachers intreduce
Variation for its ownisake.

(I) Discuss the language.of routines with_students.. This tactic
applies.acrogs grade levels. A social studiesunit on the Civil
War can benefitfrom a discussion of the _language of military
routine;-a- first grade class can'benefit from disdussing'Captain
Kangaroo's talk to Mr, Greenjeans.

.

(2). Be censcious of the behaviors of reutine that differ for the- ,

school as a. whole and within your clasg. Think abOut the different
strategies used to deal with misbehavior in,the lunchroom: the

principal makes a general- announcement, buthe or she also. asks you

21
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to talk with your class. What is ditferent'about the language (and
the assumptions of respongibility and respect) in the two settings?

(3) Ask this students whit can be accomplishedwhen it is someone's
turn to talk. .StrategieS of reversing questidns and answers between
teacher andatudentg help. Another usefUl device is to give several
individuals an impromptu turn at talking with each other in front
of the class for a short period each day, or to give an opportunity
to 'take the whole floor' to one individual who hag been 'disturb-
ing' the class by talking.

(4) .Whenever you catch yourself offering ambiguous instructions
("Straighten up," "Don't leave a megs"); change these to explicit
directions.

,

(5) Recognize when you are asserting a motivation:or intention do
the part of a student -("You,did that -just to get out r.,fspelling,"
"You never intended to brinvthatilomework in, did you?"). If you
wish to express an opinion about.astudent's behavior, do so
directly. ("I believe...," "I think..."). Accept the fact that the
'student'may have another explanation.

It As obvious that there is no end to,the number of. alternatives
to 'standard teacher talk:' The more we attempt to understand how
our messages are structured, how they.function,-and-hoW-they-ard-7
received,; the greater our chances of communicating with students
from different environments and cultures. real test of meaning
lies in our ability to. be aware of ,what we have intended in our
messages and-how we have been understood.

o.
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NOTES

1'. The study of teacher talk is only one aspect of_recent research
into, the social events of the classroom that examiheS the social,,
linguistic, and cognitive events of instructional settings. ,Stu-
: dents have to .reflect their learning within the'COmmunication
syStem the teacher establishes. Major research effOrtsin class -
room langdAge began in the late 1960s with the Flanders. Instrument
Analysis Categories System (1970). 'Researchers coded Units Of
communication in. which the teacher's lahguage stimulated a student
response.' AnalySes of frequencies of 'coded behavior revealed that
teachers did two - thirds of the talking in the classroom Critical

points in the of decision making.were'identified in
an 'effort:to influence teachers_to_make,their:instructional7strap..
egies7leis directive. Recentyork.has;:beenmOre qualitatiVe and
has emphasized preservation,and.analysisof the actual claSsroom
'language data in order to describe the skills teachers and students
use for appropriate interpretation of verbal' or nonverbal events.

4 The most comprehensive summary of this type of research on class- -

room language appears in Mehanat Al (1976). Other studies' are

reported in Stubbs and.Delamont (1976), CiCourel et al, (1974),.
Gumperi and Herasimchuk (1975),, and Cazden,-John and Hymes (1972).
In the bibliography that:follows, severalcitations include research
one Varian* types of'teacher talk

2. The 'findings presented here that,are not. speCifically credited'
to'published studies are based on research conducted at Winthrop
College between.:1970' and 19'S by myself-andty graduate students.
Data were collected in rural and urban traditional and open Class;-
rooms, day-care.centerselementary, junior. and senior high schools.
The graduate student research was reported.in unpublished papers
-on thelollowing topics: readinginstrUctional settings'in an
elementary'school :(Helen Guinness 1974); principals and teachers
in'interactien7(VancaBettis 1974); third and fourth gradMath
and reading'instruction in an open school (Judy Adams and
Threatt 197,1-1972); mainstream kindergarten (AnnBarron and-Mary

Watson 1970);. monitoring motivations, intentions, imd.reaponsibility
in reading instruction Oetsy Forrest 1974)'; modified. discourse
patterns in open sdience classes, secondary level (Fatricia-Norris.
1972)J'opening,eiscuision in a fifth grade social studies class .

''.0argaret Saleeby 1973)1.monitering politeness. formulae 'and rules
for eating in. an elementary school (Barbara Abell 1970)., Field .
notes. madaby-teiChers insiiilat educational settings supplemented



.

hese papers. The data were obtained across grade levels and. in
varied subject areas and ability groupings by three different \

methods: -(1) observation and participation by team teacherS or
teacher, and class observer-writing down sequences of.interactionS1
(2) audio taping of encounters relating to discipline between \'

teachers and studehts,'br administrators and students; (3),video= \

taping of.lessons.On similar topics (organizing an answer, respond-. \
.

ing to a fire drill). The bulk of the data was gathered :by the \

-. first method; weaknesses in:this-form of data collection were-in
part'compensated for by repeated observations of the same. classrooms \

by different students, simultaneous observations byseveral. students
and myself,.and comparisons: of observations of the same teacher or
subject area made during different semesters. Ethnographic field-
work conducted in two communities in which many of the students.
lived supplemented classroom observations. These school and
community data will be presented in expanded form in Heath, Ethnog-
raphy..and Education.: Community to Classroom (in preparation).
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